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REMOTE SETUP AND CALIBRATION
OF SEISMIC EQUIPMENT WITH AUTOMATIC EVENT DETECTION

AND RECORDING OF SEISMIC EVENTS

Martin R. Burk
Engineering Section Head

Sandia Support Operations
EG&G Energy Measurements, Las Vegas, Nevada

ABSTRACT

The Nevada Test Site Seismic Network, designed and operated by EG&G Energy
Measurement, Inc. for Sandia National Laboratories, consists of five remote stations and
one control point station. The system converts analog signals from five seismometers at
each station to digital signals and multiplexes the data with status information for
transmission over voice-grade telephone circuits to the control point at the Nevada Test
Site. Intelligent modems provide automatic line equalization, transmission link diagnostics,
and loopback testing. A microprocessor at the remote stations periodically refreshes the
seismometer system gain settings to ensure data accuracy. The remote stations operate
unattended and receive commands for setup and status check from the control point. The
control point station utilizes a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) LSI-11/23 to perform
event detection on the five data streams and automatically records up to ninety minutes of
event data per station. Planned upgrades include replacing the LSI-11/23 with a DEC
MicroVAX-II and implementing dialup capability to verify station status.

INTRODUCTION

The Seismic Network has been recording seismic events for approximately twenty-five
years. In 1981, work began on a digital data collection system to replace the FM-FM
multiplex hardware used since the early 1960s. The new system performs data collections,
command, and status using leased telephone lines from the NTS and acts as a full-time
seismological observatory. This work was supported by USDOE under DOE contract
number DE-AC08-83NV10282.



SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

The Seismic Network is comprised of a central command and data collection site located
at the Control Point (CP) at the NTS and five remote seismic stations located in the
following geographical locations:

Darwin, California
Battle Mountain, Nevada
Nelson, Nevada
Tonopah, Nevada
Leeds, Utah

The remote stations each have the capability to control five seismometers, to make
calibrations, and to collect seismic data for immediate transmission over leased phone
lines. A general block diagram of the Seismic Network is shown in Figure 1.

Each station digitizes information from five seismometers at a sampling rate of 50 samples
per second per channel. A selectable gain from 1 to 4096 is remotely controlled from the
CP for detection of small or large seismic events. An autoranging gain circuit is also
implemented to allow a dynamic signal range of 72dB. The stations are on-line and
transmitting data continuously to the CP, and there is no provision for storage of local
data at the stations.

Data recording can be enabled with a manual command, preset to begin recording at a
specific time, or via event detection software. Data is written to a 20MB Winchester disk,
which has the capacity to store 90 minutes of seismic data from each remote station. This
data is then dumped upon command to a PDP-11/44 for permanent archiving on magnetic
tape, and for later use in plotting and seismic data analysis.

REMOTE STATION DESCRIPTION

Each remote seismic station is comprised of the following hardware. Figure 2 shows a
block diagram of a typical station.

C seismometers (5)
C analog signal processing modules (5) with isolated power supply
C a STD interface and communication card
C a 6809 microprocessor card
C an external modem.



The five seismometers are designated as the Vertical Short Period (VSP), the Radial Short
Period (RSP), the Vertical Long Period (VLP), the Radial Long Period (RLP), and the
Tangential Long Period (TLP). The VSP and RSP seismometers, used to measure
displacement, have a one-second natural period and an intrinsic sensitivity of about one
millivolt per micron at one hertz. The VLP, RLP, and TLP seismometers, used to
measure velocity, have a fifteen second natural period and a generator constant of 93 volts
per meter per second. The five fixed seismometers are oriented in relationship to a point
in Yucca Flat at the NTS.

The analog modules provide the signal processing electronics, gain switching relays, and a
portion of the autoranging function. The modules also provide calibration voltages, a
12-bit analog-to-digital converter, and a 10 Hz low-pass filter with an 18db/octave rolloff.
To prevent coupling of digital ground induced noise, the control signals between the
analog module and the STD interface card are isolated by optocouplers.

In conjunction with providing the interface between the STD bus and the analog module,
the STO Interface card also contains the state machine that controls the autoranging gain
function for the channel. The communication card has two RS232 serial ports: a
synchronous port and an asynchronous port. The synchronous port outputs the serial
frame data to the communications line and receives commands from the CP. Local
command and status, a duplicate of the information and control at the CP, is provided by
a terminal attached to the asynchronous port. This feature enables on-site diagnostics
without intervention from the CP.

Controlling intelligence at the station is provided by a 6809 microprocessor card. The
card contains a total of 4K bytes program space and 2K bytes of data memory space. No
provision is made at the station for local storage of data in the event of a phone line
failure, and the system is not battery-backed in case of a power failure at the station.

Gandolf 9600SM modems are used to transmit data on the voice-grade (3002) phone
links between the stations and the CP. These modems use multiple carrier frequencies
throughout the bandwidth of the phone line to ensure the transmission of error free bits. 
Advanced digital signal processing techniques help make the transmission system more
immune to phone line impulse hits and drifts in line characteristics. Diagnostics are
available to determine the parameters of the phone line and to locate link problems. Local
and remote loopbacks are used to isolate communication problems to the phone lines,
modems, or to the station and CP electronics.



Transmission Format

The transmission bit rate is 4800 bits-per-second with a frame length of 192 bits. A frame
of ten 16-bit data words, containing two samples from each of the five channels, outputs
an effective sampling rate of 50 samples per second per channel. Included in a frame is
the frame sync word and a cyclic redundancy check (CRC) word. The frame sync pattern
is complemented every frame to guarantee a positive lock to the frame. The CRC is also
calculated and transmitted with every frame to indicate if the frame has a bit in error.

The following is the format of a double frame and an individual data word:

Double Frame Format (16-bit words)

fs Frame sync pattern true 4747 hex
/fs Frame sync pattern complement B8B8 hex
S1l Sample one channel one
S12 Sample one channel two
S13 Sample one channel three
S14 Sample one channel four
S15 Sample one channel five
S21 Sample two channel one
S22 Sample two channel two
S23 Sample two channel three
S24 Sample two channel four
S25 Sample two channel five
crc Cyclic Redundancy Check

Individual Data Word

stb overhead status frame bit
g2-g0 gain ranging bits
d11-d00 12-bit A/D value

Bit 15 of each data word is reserved as a portion of the overhead status frame. The status
frame is supermultiplexed onto the regular frame to provide the station status to the CP.



Because of bandwidth limitations and channel requirements, the status is transmitted back
on an unused bit in the data word. A complete status frame is comprised of 450 bits,
which are assembled and supermultiplexed over the unused bit 15 in each data word. A
complete status frame transmission requires almost two seconds.

Station Capabilities

The Station Command and Status Screen, shown in Figure 3, illustrates the remote station
capabilities. All of the command and status functions illustrated on the station screen are
duplicated on the command console at the CP. The commands and functions are
executed while the station is on-line and transmitting data. This procedure enables the
operator at the CP to observe the occurring action and also enables simultaneous
transmission of commands from the CP.

The attenuation settings are used to set the fixed gain of the system and range from 00dB
to a maximum of 72dB, selectable in steps of 12dB. A setting of 72dB corresponds to an
amplification factor of one, while a setting of 00db corresponds to a signal gain of 4096.
A 12dB step corresponds to an attenuation factor of four. The attenuator is used to set
the optimum system gain for acquiring a seismic event.

For calibration and checkout purposes, the input of the analog module can be switched to
one of three sources. The first setting, COIL, receives the signal from the coil of the
seismometer. The second setting, ZERO, puts an equivalent resistance to the seismometer
coil across the input. The third setting, D/A, sets the calibration voltage from -10V to
+10V. Another troubleshooting aid is the programmable gain amplifier (PGA) source,
which has eight selectable inputs. These inputs check various points along the signal
processing path within the analog module. A ground reference can be selected to check
for DC offset, and a temperature sensor, provided on the analog board, can be selected
to check for temperature drift.

Two on-board DACS, one 8-bit and one 12-bit, are used to provide calibration and DC
offset adjustments. To compensate for the electronic drift that occurs over time, the DC
offset is controlled by the output of the 8-bit DAC. The 12-bit DAC supplies the
calibration voltage for the selectable input of the analog module and the current for a
calibration pulse to the seismometer.

When the CALIBRATE function is triggered, a preprogrammed current of 1mA is
supplied to the calibration coil for thirty seconds. This function provides a positive total
system check at the CP ensuring that the entire seismic system is operational. Also, the
seismometer is deflected a known amount, which gives a calibrated waveform at the CP
independent of the system settings for use in diagnostics.



To accommodate the wide energy range of a seismic event, an autoranging A/D converter
is implemented on a per-channel basis in the station system. In response to the level of the
signal, gains are automatically switched from 1 to 128 in binary steps. The circuit will
switch gains to try to keep the signal in the upper range of the 12-bit A/D converter to
achieve maximum signal resolution. In the signal path, the autoranging A/D occurs after
the programmable attenuator. As a diagnostic aid, the autoranging function can be
disabled and the programmable gain amplifier set for one of the fixed gains from 1 to 128.
The chart below shows at which voltage levels the gains are switched, and the
corresponding equivalent LSB value. Figure 4 shows the autoranging gain circuit.

GAIN GAIN CODE RANGE (volts) LSB (volts)
g2  g1  g0

128 1    1    1   00-00   V 6  8.75 mV  38.20 uV
64 1    1    0   68.75 mV 137.50 mV  76.30 uV
32 1    0    1 137.50 mV 275.10 mV 153.00 uV
16 1    0    0 275.00 mV 550.00 mV 305.00 uV

8 0    1    1 550.00 mV    1.10    V 610.00 uV
4 0    1    0    1.10    V    2.20    V    1.22 mV
2 0    0    1    2.20    V    4.40    V    2.44 mV
1 0    0    0    4.40    V  10.00    V    4.88 mV

As a status check, the current A/D count from each of the seismometers is displayed as a
hexadecimal data representation. The first set of digits (above) is the gain code assigned
to the programmable gain amplifier used when converting data. The next three digits
represent the 12-bit A/D data. A count of 000 corresponds to positive full scale and a
count of FFF corresponds to the negative full scale range of the converter.

CONTROL POINT (CP) STATION DESCRIPTION

The CP station contains two distinct components: the Command and Status System and
the Data Collection System (refer to Figure 5 for an overall block diagram of the CP
components). The Command and Status System provides all of the same functions
previously discussed for the station systems; however, it commands all five stations. The
Data Collection System performs three major functions: 1) event detection, 2) storage of
time-tagged event data, and 3) quick-look strip chart output. Data archiving, reduction,
and analysis are performed on a Digital Equipment Corporation (DEC) PDP-11/44 and a
DEC VAX-11/750. This process will not be discussed in this paper.



Command and Status System

The CP Command and Status System is comprised of a STD Bus chassis controlled by a
6809 microprocessor card with system memory. The system also contains enough
communication cards to handle a synchronous stream from each of the seismic stations
and a provision for an RS232 link to the Command and Status Console.

The primary screen for the Command and Status Console displays the attenuation settings
for all seismometers at each station (refer to Figure 6). The screen also shows whether a
station is in search, frame lock, or status lock. Frame lock occurs if the alternating frame
syncs of the primary frame are detected. Status lock occurs when the supermultiplexed
status frame has been detected and is in sync. An additional display screen can be
selected for each of the stations. This setup screen shows the available functions at each
station. A sample CP Setup Screen is displayed in Figure 7.

In addition to the five remote stations in the Seismic Network, a three arm LASER Strain
Gage (LSG) is operated by the University of California, San Diego (UCSD) at Pinon Flat,
California (noted on the display screen). Each arm of the LASER strain gage is .5
kilometers in length and is normally used for detection of long term seismic phenomenon.
The electronics, supplied by EG&G/EM to UCSD, function to digitize and transmit data
to both UCSD and to the CP. The LSG system has no remote control available from the
CP.

Data Collection System

The Data Collection System is comprised of a DEC Q-BUS system controlled by an
LSI-11/23. The system hardware also includes a 20MB winchester disk for storage of
seismic data, a bus-link to a DEC PDP-11/44 to dump data from the disk to the
PDP-11/44, five decommunication (DECOM) cards to bring in serial frame data, and an
IRIG B time code translator card to time tag the seismic data. The major tasks performed
by the Data Collection System are illustrated in Figure 8.

Seismic serial data is initially received by the DECOM card, which locks onto the frame,
performs a CRC check, and flags the data if a CRC error occurs. Then the formatted
channel data is transferred to the LSI-11/23 memory via direct memory access. Once a
second, the buffered data is time tagged with Greenwich mean standard time and inserted
in a software FIFO. An IRIG B AC modulated time code, generated from a WWV
receiver, is decoded by the IRIG B clock card. Upon request from the processor, the
clock supplies the time in a parallel format, accurate to tens of milliseconds.



Data is written to a winchester disk that can record approximately 90 minutes of data per
station. When a trigger is detected, one minute of pretrigger data from the software FIFO
is written to disk in addition to the event data. Also, sixteen seconds of post-event data
are written. Status information displayed on the screen monitors the status of the
pretrigger FIFO, the number of seconds recorded on disk, and the available recording
time.

Triggers

Three triggers are available to enable or disable recording of seismic data: a manual trigger
that starts and stops recording data upon manual command from the operator at the Data
Collection Console; a preset time trigger that enables recording when a preset time is
reached and then stops recording after a predetermined time; and an automatic event
detection trigger that is used for unattended operation of the Seismic Network. A trigger
signal affects all stations; recording cannot be disabled at individual stations.

Automatic event detection can be enabled for any one channel at each seismic station,
normally using the VSP seismometer. To implement the automatic event detection
algorithm, three running averages are employed. A long term DC signal, which provides a
baseline to account for drift and offset, the long term signal (LTS), and the short term
signal (STS). Both the LTS and STS are calculated as absolute values with the long term
DC baseline subtracted out. To calculate the running average of the three parameters, a
“traveling boxcar” algorithm is used (example below).

P1 and P2 = 4096 samples
P3 = 512 samples

The Turn On ratio, normally 4, is the ratio of the STS to the LTS; hence for a seismic
event to be detected, the STS must be greater in amplitude to the LTS by greater than 4
for a preset length of time. The length is normally set to 2.56 seconds, which is a sampling
period of 128 samples. To turn off the event detection, the STS/LTS ratio must fall below
the Turn Off ratio, normally 2, for only a single sampling period. Because the Turn On
ratio is greater than the Turn Off ratio, a hysteresis is provided to prevent the recording
from being turned off too soon. The ON RATIO, OFF RATIO, and LENGTH



parameters are selectable by the operator and are displayed on the screen. Only one
station must reach the Turn On ratio to begin seismic data recording. In turn, all stations
must fall below the Turn Off ratio to stop recording.

Output

Primary output from the Data Collection System is in a form usable only by computer.
Data reduction, analysis, and plotting software housed in the PDP-11/44 then produce a
human readable output. For quick-look operations this is time consuming and inefficient,
so a four channel digital-to-analog converter, fed to a pen strip chart recorder, is provided
to obtain a real-time output from the seismic system. Any channel from any station can be
selected for output to any of the four strip chart pens.

FUTURE IMPLEMENTATIONS

Seismic Status Alarm

A new diagnostic tool, currently being implemented on the remote stations, is the Seismic
Status Alarm. Each Seismic Status Alarm is an independent unit, with a battery-backed
power supply, that monitors the operational conditions of the station electronics. The
following parameters are monitored by the alarms: a) power supply levels, b) modem
status, and c) verification of serial stream transmission. To obtain status, a low speed
auto-answer modem is used. A call is sent from the CP to the station. After a connection
is made, a status inquiry is sent, from the CP. The unit will respond with “System OK” or
an error message describing the portion of the station that requires repair.

MicroVAX I and II

A DEC MicroVAX-I system, presently being evaluated, is running in parallel with the
LSI-11/23 Data Collection System. This implementation takes advantage of the increased
power of the MicroVAX-I and helps to standardize the operating system. The new system
is a Q-BUS machine, so the existing hardware, developed previously, can be used to an
advantage.

Currently, a DEC MicroVAX-II system is being developed that will incorporate the Data
Collection System, the Command and Status System, and the Status Alarm Console into
a single unit. The DECOM cards on the existing systems will be replaced with an
intelligent I/O processor card that will handle all incoming station streams, along with time
tagging of the data before transfer to the MicroVAX memory. An integral modem will be
used to automatically check the status of each station.



CONCLUSION

The transition from an all analog system (FM-FM multiplex) to a digital system has
improved the quality of seismic data received and transmitted for data analysis. Moreover,
features such as remote control, automatic event detection, and the autoranging gain
function have greatly enhanced the accuracy and control of data acquisition on seismic
events.





SANDIA SEISMIC NET
STATION COMMAND AND STATUS SCREEN

VSP(1) RSP(2) VLP(3) RLP(4) TLP(5)

(B) Sound bell at CP

(A) Attenuation 012db 012db 000db 000db 000db

(I) Amplifier Input 1/30 D/A ZERO COIL COIL

(C) Calibrate OFF OFF OFF OFF OFF

(O) Offset 80 80 80 80 80

(M) A/D Mode AUTO AUTO AUTO AUTO AUTO

(P) PGA Source S/H OUT FILTER STAGE 1 TEMP S/H OUT

(V) D/A Output 07FF 07FF 07FF 07FF 07FF

A/D Counts 3 4F5 0 675 2 567 5 2DC 7 804

Figure 3
 



Figure 4





SANDIA SEISMIC NET
CP COMMAND AND STATUS ATTENUATION SCREEN

BTL MTN VSP=012db RSP=012db VLP=000db RLP=000db TLP=000db STATUS LOCK open

DARWIN VSP=012db RSP=012db VLP=000db RLP=000db TLP=000db STATUS LOCK open

LEEDS VSP=012db RSP=012db VLP=000db RLP=000db TLP=000db FRAME LOCK open

NELSON VSP=012db RSP=012db VLP=000db RLP=000db TLP=000db STATUS LOCK open

TONOPAH VSP=012db RSP=012db VLP=000db RLP=000db TLP=000db SEARCH open

PINON F

Figure 6

SANDIA SEISMIC NET
CP COMMAND AND STATUS SETUP SCREEN

Nelson

(B) Ring bell at Station    (N)o Bell    (T)urn off Station Reset

VSP RSP VLP RLP TLP

(I) Amplifier Input COIL D/A ZERO COIL COIL

(C) Calibrate 1/30 OFF OFF OFF OFF

(O) Offset 80 80 80 80 80

(M) A/D Mode AUTO MAN-0 MAN-2 AUTO AUTO

(P) PGA Source S/H OUT FILTER STAGE 1 TEMP S/H OUT

(V) D/A Output 07FF 07FF 07FF 07FF 07FF

A/D Counts 3 4F5 0 675 2 567 5 2DC 7 804

Figure 7
 



SANDIA SEISMIC NET
CP DATA COLLECTION STATUS SCREEN

station fifo sec’s sec’s time   long long term active

size rec’d remain rec’d term DC    noise signal   chan

BATTLE MTN 60 00 5119 185: 09: 30: 12 -2518 371 3267 no

DARWIN 60 00 5119 185: 09: 30: 12 308 22 64 no

LEEDS 60 00 5119 185: 09: 30: 12 -329 567 204 no

NELSON 60 00 5119 185: 09: 30: 12 3108 21 8791 no

TONOPAH 60 00 5119 185: 09: 30: 12 18 42 90 no

station chan length off on station

used (sec) ratio ratio enabled

BATTLE MTN 1 2.56 2 4 YES

DARWIN 1 2.56 2 4 YES

LEEDS 1 2.56 2 4 YES

NELSON 1 2.56 2 4 YES

TONOPAH 1 2.56 2 4 YES

pen station channel

1 Tonopah 1

2 Nelson 3

3 Leeds 2

4 Leeds 5

  TRIGGER OFF

Figure 8


